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Management of Tardive Dyskinesia: Abstract: Section 1
We discuss several major related and integrated issues in this two-part series
of papers on tardive dyskinesia (TD). In this, the second paper, Part B, the
management and mechanisms are emphasized; in Part A the diagnosis and
assessment of tardive dyskinesia was discussed. In this Part B series of articles
we examine several special important priorities in this condition associated with
sometimes permanent involuntary abnormal movements associated with the
neuroleptic drugs. We particularly examine the management of this enormously
important condition. After the diagnosis and assessment of TD, comes the clinical
approach to management and the options and theories behind that approach.
There remain no approved medications for the management of tardive dyskinesia.
Therefore, all treatments are “out of labeling”. The purpose of this paper is to
shed light on high dose buspirone treatment, originally described by the author
in 1989 [1], and which after more than a quarter century requires re-evaluation
as it still appears, in the author’s opinion, to be the logical and most appropriate
management for TD.

A major issue focuses, on the updated experience of more than a quarter century
with generally almost completely positive effects of high-dose buspirone (HDB)
treatment of tardive dyskinesia (TD) and the next issue provides an important,
major theoretical demonstration of the mechanism of tardive dyskinesia. The
dopamine 2 or 2-3 supersensitivity hypothesis as a cause of TD is strongly
supported by HDB. In Part B, the issue of choice of medication for psychosis and
related medical conditions becomes pertinent. The choices relate to the newer
second generation atypical neuroleptics (SGAs) compared with the older typical,
first generation neuroleptics (FGAs). The generally more expensive SGA drugs
have become far the most used anti-psychotic agents in wealthy countries such as
the United States, because of their efficacy and ostensible safety. Certain maxims
are mentioned.
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Perspective to a Pertinent History of Neuroleptic Use :
Section 2
The very serious, prescription induced condition of tardive
dyskinesia (TD) is associated with abnormal involuntary
movements. TD is caused by or aggravated by so- called
“neuroleptic” drugs. Usually used to manage psychotic conditions,
as well as nausea and acid reflux, and sometimes adjunct
medications to depression. The onset of TD can be during exposure
to neuroleptics, or within a month of withdrawal (or two months
if it was a depot neuroleptic). TD manifests differently and tardive
syndromes may persist for months or years after drug withdrawal
and in some patients, the TD is irreversible [2,3].
An
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movements began in the 1950s after the development of
antipsychotic medication. The first neuroleptic (so-called because
of their special, specific “neurolepsis” [4] effects on experimental
animals [5-7]) was chlorpromazine [8]. It was synthesized
in December 1951 in Rhône-Poiulenc Labs in France [8], and
remarkably became available for prescription in France by
November 1952 [8]. It revolutionized the treatment of psychosis.
However, more involuntary movements began to be reported but
they were not diagnosed as due to any drug because there always
had been prior reports of a much less common condition called
“spontaneous” dyskinesia (SD). SD when just based on symptoms
are indistinguishable from TD, but had been rare. So when more
movements began to arise, they were apparently regarded
possibly as these spontaneous” dyskinesia [9]. Ironically, in 1955
[10], chlorpromazine was reported to improve these movements
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after an initial 1954 report [11]! This, in retrospect, was likely a
temporary phenomenon sometimes seen with increases in doses,
though the changes over long time periods would ultimately
worsen the condition.
In February1958, Bert Hermans at the Janssen Laboratories
in Beerse, Belgium invented the very powerful neuroleptic
Haloperidol [12,13]. That, even more so revolutionized the
treatment of psychosis because it was very potent and was
therefore became the most popular agent. It had profound clinical
effects [14,15], but, in my opinion, it became and remains possibly
the greatest cause of TD ever. Over many years to the present,
about seventy neuroleptics have been developed. Each have
slightly different properties, and may variably induce TD more
or less than other neuroleptic compounds. Neuroleptics remain
predominantly used for psychosis of any kind: This is often
schizophrenia, but their approved uses extends to mania and
bipolar illness, in prophylaxis of psychosis, in gastroenterology as
in oesophageal reflux, in geriatrics, and more recently, as adjunct
to anxiety and depression. They remain extraordinarily important
potent drugs and can save lives and provide the realization of
success in these conditions, but also they are problematic because
of the TD, particularly. Not surprisingly, there are no approved
medications for tardive dyskinesia. Therefore, all treatments are
by definition “out of labeling” and officially innovative. But, tardive
dyskinesia conventionally remains as regarded as an “incurable
condition”. The author regards such intractability as incorrect,
because high-dose buspirone treatment, appears extremely
promising. This is important because there are no other drugs
that have been demonstrated to have anything but a marginal
effect on the condition.
Applying the label of an “incurable condition” to TD may be
incorrect: The author regards such intractability as potentially
untrue in many cases, because since his report in December 1989
in the Lancet of high dose buspirone (HDB) markedly alleviating
the TD [1]. The treatment remains extremely promising, even
more so today. There is now profound support for HDB when
applying not only clinical experience but also the animal, human,
and biochemical model. Moreover, the drug in those high does
appears safe. HDB is important because, even today, there are no
other drugs that have been demonstrated to have anything but an
extended marginal effect on the condition. A further preliminary
theoretical postulate is put forward that the tardive dyskinesia
effects are predominantly due to Dopamine 2 (or 3 as it is part
of the same receptor family). If this were so, dopamine blocking
drugs that are less selective (acting on dopamine 1, as well) should
produce less risk of tardive dyskinesia than selective dopamine 2
(or 3) neuroleptic agents. In Part 1, Section 1 we discussed the
broader features of tardive dyskinesia, and in Section 2, the various
scales to more precisely measure TD, including particularly the
STRAW scale developed by the author. This paper, Part B, now
continues with discussing management.

High Dose Buspirone Treatment in Tardive Dyskinesia:
Section 3. d
Abstract

The third section focuses, on the updated experience of more
than a quarter century with generally almost completely positive
effects of high-dose buspirone (HDB) treatment of tardive
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dyskinesia (TD).
We focus for the first time, on the updated experience of more
than a quarter century with high-dose buspirone (HDB) treatment
of tardive dyskinesia (TD). The consistent and generally almost
completely positive effect of HDB in doses like 120mg to 180mg
daily strongly supports its ostensible use, value and major impact
in this condition. There is an important historical background
to high dose buspirone. Clearly safety issues are pertinent:
Buspirone in high doses provisionally appears safe. An important
issue here is how meaningful clinical experience is, even though
many academics regard double-blind studies as the only empirical
method to understand drugs, and when not to perform such
studies. Because of its importance, an approach is given to the
management by a clinical question and answer series on highdose buspirone in TD.

Part 1: The history of high dose buspirone in the
treatment of tardive dyskinesia

In December 1989 in the Lancet Journal, I first reported the use
of high dose buspirone to treat tardive dyskinesia [1]. I discussed
in detail the first reported case and also the mechanisms [16], in
Chapter 12 of the book, Cry The Beloved Mind: A Voyage of Hope.
I also discussed in detail the neuropharmacology of buspirone in
another older book Innovative Psycho pharmacotherapy (First and
Second editions) [17,18]. We thereafter used high dose buspirone,
with appropriate informed consent, on several patients. The
responses were profound. Indeed, the treatment was so successful
and so valuable, that we even at that point already could not
ethically justify a placebo-controlled double-blind study: It was
not needed because the results were so startlingly obvious and
overt, and the medication ostensibly so benign. Moreover, the
key to greatest success with buspirone is appropriate dosage. We
replicated the original report in a single blind study at Washington
University in St Louis [19]. We, the researchers, chose a single
blind study because at that point, the management was so striking
we deemed depriving patients of the active medications to be
inappropriate. However, the patients did not know what dose they
were receiving.

Part 2: Efficacy

I see far more tardive dyskinesia than most clinicians, even
in neuropsychiatry and behavioral neurology, because patients
with TD or their clinicians seek me out for consultation. I am also
consulted forensically, adding to this pool of patients.
Consequently, I have seen significant numbers clinically,
besides the literature reviews that I’ve looked at (Table 3A).
Table 3A: High-dose buspirone treatment of tardive dyskinesia
(TD).
a. Buspirone dose for TD is usually 120mg - 300mg in our
experience
b. Neppe postulated at 120mg/day buspirone becomes a
dopamine partial agonist (critical)[1]

c. This is the postulated dopamine partial agonist dose in TD
patients [1,20,21].
d. Buspirone data now suggest D1-D4 effects [22-26]
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This treatment, high dose buspirone, is out-of-labeling, but
I have found it over the past quarter century to be consistently
far and away the most successful treatment for TD and IMHO it
has been greatly under-utilized. With the advent of generics,
buspirone is affordable, though it’s difficult locating any dose size
but the 15mg today, and if generic is used, the same consistent
generic should be used (e.g., Teva). Besides the publications, I also
presented these findings at conferences and numerous different
grand rounds and lectures [1,17,20,21,27-29].
Because this management is apparently clinically significant,
I also chose to describe this treatment as one of five important
findings in my “autobiographical sketch” for the CINP’s “Leading
Psychopharmacologists of the Twentieth Century” [30].
I also presented our findings at conferences and in numerous
different grand rounds and lectures.
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Part 3: My patient experience
Our experience now covers the last 26 years. I will say this:
I have received referrals for tardive dyskinesia from all around
the USA, and have consulted forensically on TD as well. Yet, I
have never seen a failed treatment over this time, or heard of one,
provided that the appropriate high dosage of buspirone has been
attained and provided the expectation is not one of full recovery,
although most of the time the difference is profound (profound in
a mild case is still profound relative to that case). Every one of our
cases have been carefully monitored using an objective scoring
evaluation called the STRAW that I developed specifically for
tardive dyskinesia. As indicated, the STRAW is the only rating scale
that measures both Time and Severity of the dyskinesia, applying
several measures each on a 0 to 10 scale [11,17,20,21,27,28].
Additionally, we also use several other tests for comparison that
are less sensitive (e.g., AIMS, SCT-Hans, Simpson-Angus). (the
more usual low dose buspirone use is summarized in Table 3B).

Table 3B: Low-dose buspirone treatment is approved for anxiety.

a. Low dose Buspirone acts as a serotonin 1A partial agonist: About 15mg- 60mg per day [17,28]

b. Significant serotonin neuromodulator because serotonin 1A acts on the presynaptic receptor at 5-15mg/day as a full agonist [17,28]
c. At 30mg -60mg/day it is post-synaptic serotonin 1A partial agonist (critical) [17,28]

d. Drug is usually marketed for anxiety: Anxioselectivity in doses of 15mg-60mg /day as the most selective serotonin 1A partial agonist postsynaptically; presynaptically as full agonist [17,28]

(may be useful as adjunct in attention deficit disorder and in aggression) [31]

The TD patients I have seen have almost always been referrals
with already pre-existing movement disorders referred by
psychiatry, neurology, gastro-enterology or primary care. They
have been treated with full awareness that the treatment is out-oflabeling. Though the numbers are substantial during this quarter
century (1990 to 2015), I don’t have the exact numbers of patients
I’ve treated for tardive dyskinesia with high-dose buspirone.
But, as I recall, surprisingly perhaps, all 100% of patients I’ve
treated with documented TD, have improved dramatically. I have
never had to discontinue the buspirone and have not seen any
significant safety issues. The only issues appear to have been
nausea in a few, and diarrhea in that first patient reported in the
Lancet. I did not ever encounter any psychiatric compromise of the
patients’ conditions, and, at times have seen some improvements
in their psychopathology. However, I have never seen buspirone
exhibiting antipsychotic effects, though many patients with
histories of psychosis have reported greater ease in dealing with
stress, anxiety, irritability, depression and/ or agitation. They
were invariably still on an antipsychotic, sometimes different,
sometimes the same, and sometimes in lower dosage.
When the tardive dyskinesia was mild to begin with, the
TD cleared. When it was profound, the improvement has been
profound, in general, with most patients completely cleared
after stabilization on medication, and all significantly better.
Surprisingly, I cannot recall a single patient who did not tolerate

the very slow build up to high-dose buspirone (at 120mg/day),
but then I’ve been very careful, accommodating and encouraging
in the doctor-patient relationship. But that is still remarkable. As
I understand it, my limited number of colleagues who have been
using this treatment and reported their results to me, have not
indicated any failures for managing the dyskinesia. But these
colleagues have consistently reported improvements to me of
the TD, but these range from mild to profound. I have wondered
whether that limitation of response has been insufficient because
the dose might not have been increased enough after the clinicians
were satisfied because they had noted some improvement. But
they might not have targeted possible complete remission of
TD signs and symptoms. They usually were not using measures
like the STRAW where they could know the TD movements were
still demonstrable and needed higher dosage; usage of tests
like the AIMS, in my opinion is not as sensitive as severity and
frequency are both not measured and the range of variation
(e.g. 0 to 4 vs 0 to 100 when multiplying the two parameters)
is less sensitive. And I cannot also guarantee that they have
only reported improvements, and those that have not, have not
contacted me, so this is a potentially positively skewed sample
of reports and negative in terms of optimal results. Importantly,
colleagues infrequently diagnose TD when the patient does not
have TD: Generally this misdiagnosis may be because the shortlived withdrawal dyskinesias on diminishing a neuroleptic dose
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occurred; alternatively the clinician might have labeled a normal
variant for the patient: “Yes, for years, long before my medications
were added, I have been moving my leg (… or my lips …or my tongue)
like that: It’s my habit” Again, careful TD scoring examinations
should lower that misdiagnosis. Alternatively, some colleagues
are unsure of the movements and asking for a second opinion,
and these diagnoses can rarely even include seizure phenomena
or those “normal” or maybe ritualistic compulsive habits. Clearly,
these might not respond to high dose buspirone.

The same improvement cannot be said for tardive dystonia.
Some long-standing patients with severe tardive dyskinesia,
had also developed prior muscular spasm reactions which were
persistent (tardive dystonia). The dystonias do not appear to
have responded to buspirone, except marginally, because some
dyskinetic improvement may still secondarily slightly improve
the spasms. I regard the mechanism of dystonia as different to the
dyskinesia-it’s not due to super sensitivity. But the dystonia also
apparently might reflect a greater level of chronicity: Possibly the
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untreated dyskinesia has progressed so much that the patient has
moved to a further muscular phase with maintained stiffness. I
argue this point because I have never seen neuroleptic induced
tardive dystonia without preceding tardive dyskinesia-the
dystonia seems to only temporally follow the dyskinesia.
Finally, as I have suggested in this paper, when I have used
buspirone with neuroleptics prior to any TD developing, and even
though I monitor these patients generally at every appointment,
I have not seen TD developing. However, TD is now rare given
appropriate dosing of the carefully chosen medication for the
correct condition. It is, however, very surprising that high dose
buspirone has not been used more generally in tardive dyskinesia,
perhaps because it is seldom mentioned in review articles [32].
When it has, it is used in low doses (e.g. Goff used on average
23mg/ day) [33].
Partial agonism is reflected in Table 3C.

Table 3C: Partial agonists properties
A. Partial agonists

B. Differentiate partial agonists from inverse agonists and neutral agonists

C. Inverse agonists (IA) bind to the same receptor as an agonist. IA induces a pharmacological response opposite to
that agonist (scoring e.g. -10/10). But an inverse agonist will not produce a normalization of super sensitivity. Acts the
same way irrespective as an antagonist

D. Neutral antagonists (NA) have no activity in the absence of an agonist or inverse agonist but can block the activity of either.
But a neutral antagonist will not produce a normalization of super sensitivity. It blocks, but does not reverse (scoring e.g.
0/10)
E. Partial agonists (PA) have two properties:

I. bind to and activate a given receptor in the presence of no agonist but with only partial efficacy at the receptor relative
to a full agonist (scoring e.g. 5/10)

II. Partial agonists partly block the antagonism (like incomplete inverse agonist?) in the presence of the antagonist so
result in 5/10: This normalizes. Only partial agonists can produce this normalization.

a) In the presence of a full agonist, partial agonists show functional antagonist activity, as receptor binding reduces the
response from that seen with the full agonist.
b) In the presence of super sensitivity of the receptor, a partial agonist will subsensitize appropriately effectively
normalizing.
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In Table 3D, partial agonism is summarized for buspirone.
Table 3D: Partial agonists and buspirone

a. Buspirone is a serotonin 1A partial agonist (in regular doses)

b. And dopamine (2) partial agonist (in high doses) acting on dopamine receptors.
c. This should start in TD patients at about 120mg per day in our experience

d. In the presence of super sensitivity of the receptor, a partial agonist will sub sensitize appropriately
e. Effectively, this produces a normalization of super sensitivity.
I maintain the assumptions that there is no successful
treatment for TD are incorrect: In this instance, I hope to assist
practitioners and might help patients as it appears that high-dose
buspirone might be a strong option for management. I’m saying
“might” though I am convinced of its success; “might” here is to
be conservative and until a large body of evidence is acquired as
to efficacy and safety issues, though in our experience high-dose
buspirone when appropriately prescribed for TD appears safe and
successful. However, there are no other persuasive treatments.

i. Because it is seldom mentioned that there are adequate
treatments for TD, the condition is often regarded as being
incurable, when I maintain that it is not. Drugs such as
tetrabenazine [34-41] and reserpine [42-47] may be most
frequently mentioned, with closapine being the classical
neuroleptic to use in cases of TD if a neuroleptic were
necessary.

ii. Clozapine, an atypical neuroleptic, does not cause
extrapyramidal symptoms of Parkinsonism and dystonia
and appears to have a reduced or absent capacity [48-55] to
produce tardive dyskinesia [49].

iii. But the balance of response, side-effects and sometimes costs
does not make the treatments encouraging. This is why I am
emphasizing high dose buspirone.

iv. All the comments I have made about careful prescription of
out-of-labeling medications should be taken into account
and there should be consultations with specialists from the
appropriate medical background. Prescription is linked with
regular monitoring and adaptation of dose [56].

v. Neuroleptics are dopamine receptor blocking agents and are
often classified as either

vi. Antipsychotic agents: These are generally used for psychosis
and its prophylaxis, including schizophrenia, bipolarity,
schizo-affective and autistic disorder. Latterly, some, for
example the “atypical second generation antipsychotic drugs”
such as aripiprazole, have been used as adjunct in depression
and anxiety. Haloperidol was a commonly used example of
the classical “first generation antipsychotics” that particularly
created a risk for TD; or

vii. as medications for gastro-esophageal conditions such as reflux
or nausea, for example metoclopramide and prochlorperazine.
Metoclopramide involves the so-called circum ventricular
organs in its passage through the brain and appears specific
for the dopamine D2 or D2 /D3 systems [57,58]. As pointed
out in this paper, this dopaminergic selectivity may increase
the TD risk.

Drugs that affect dopamine affect the basal ganglia as
dopamine nuclei and structures are linked up with the BG.
Consequently, several medical conditions, commonly Idiopathic
Parkinson’s disease manifest this way due to their BG pathology,
as does another frequent condition Restless Legs Syndrome. Of
course, some dopamine excess may be linked with psychosis.
Our neuroleptic medications block dopamine and therefore can
produce side-effects of dopamine deficiency such as drug-induced
conditions. This is simplistic as we have many neurotransmitters
and most medications are not specific just for dopamine: Some
like sulpiride and pimozide, both seldom used, are [17,28].

I have been told that there are those who disclaim such ideas
on the Internet but I have never encountered a reported failed real
case with appropriate monitoring and dosing. I speculate as to the
reasons for these reports of possible failures:
i. anecdotal undocumented reports:

ii. not having done the research;

iii. not understanding the difference between neuroleptic
withdrawal dyskinesia (a short-term phenomenon when
going off neuroleptics) where the dyskinetic movements are
not maintained and quite reversible, and yet misinterpreting
this as Tardive Dyskinesia, to which it is not related.
iv. not having built the dose sufficiently;
v. not having monitored the responses.

Clearly, we must appropriately diagnose every pharmacological
intervention including withdrawal from neuroleptics and other
changes. The expectation is that if patients are withdrawn from
neuroleptics they might have “withdrawal dyskinesias” which we
should distinguish from tardive dyskinesia and this may occur
irrespective of their other medication.
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Part 4: Clinical summary
The bottom line is the following:

Since my original publication in the Lancet in December 1989
[1], I have never encountered a single reported failure on highdose buspirone treatment in tardive dyskinesia (TD) by clinicians
using this compound in the appropriate recommended manner:
This would include slow build up, careful proper monitoring,
seeing the patient frequently in follow up, spacing the buspirone
out over the day, and adjusting the dose based on response.

The dilemma [59,60]:
i. Do you write about something that is not approved by the
FDA?

ii. Do you mention a study that is single blind, not double blind,
when there is no double-blind study on that drug?

iii. Particularly, do you emphasize that the single blind study was
deliberately performed because the data appeared so strong
that you regarded a double blind study as possibly not even
ethical?
iv. Do you mention a treatment where the continued combined
experience of a quarter century shows it appears to be
the most successful and safest treatment for a previously
incurable condition?

Part 5: Dosing

In general, the lowest suitable dose that can begin to show
differences is 120mg total per day usually in at least 3 divided
doses per day with meals, sometimes 4 or 5 or even 6 adjusted
doses. The meals help avoid any nausea-now more common with
generics. At that point, in some, one may see slight changes, yet with
others they may be significant. If the patient is still symptomatic,
with only a slight response, higher doses are gradually used. This
is sometimes an error of accepting the slight improvement when
just pushing the dose to the limit can result in much more TD
control. This way even severe or profound dyskinesias become
much improved.
When we have used this, patients have been monitored very
carefully for change with a formal evaluation: usually I use the
STRAW evaluation as in my experience the most sensitive TD
evaluation but I also score patients with several others (as below)
as well. The highest dose I have personally used has totaled
330mg per day usually taken in five divided doses. It’s important
to know how to use high-dose buspirone. I start low, e.g., 7.5mg
bid and build slowly over several weeks, by 7.5mg/day in the
TD population every second day or so monitoring carefully (in
e.g., anxiety I build every fourth day). I have not seen significant
adverse effects at this dose. These patients tolerate the buspirone
well. The most common minor side-effects appear to be nausea.
When this is reported, changing the time of dosing, such as taking
the buspirone with meals, usually solves this. It may also be
necessary to change the generic version, as generic substitutions
are not pharmacologically exactly equivalent. This might mean
careful review a week or two later, with slight adjustments of the
dose based on the responses to the newer generic.
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Part 6: Is clinical experience meaningful in today’s
double-blind world? e

So far, there has always been some positive response provided
the dose is adequate and usually the response results in almost
complete resolution of the movements. This is not surprising
and, indeed, predictable because the mechanism is such that
buspirone, in high doses only, is a dopamine partial agonist which
means that in the presence of dopamine super sensitivity it will
normalize the receptor.
Treatment with buspirone requires careful handling, patience,
regular-sometimes weekly-appointments until stability of dose
is achieved, and patient education about the effects of this drug.
Remarkably, these TD patients, in general, tolerate the buspirone
dose well and, in our experience, have far fewer side-effects than
patients treated with buspirone for anxiety. For example, we
seldom see what Neppe has called the key serotonin 1A side-effect
of Non-vertiginous Dizziness -the strange “dizziness” shortly after
taking buspirone and lasting half an hour. However, the advent
of many different buspirone generics has made management
of dosing more difficult, and once a patient is established on a
specific generic, they should stay on that dose.
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v. And do you discuss that same treatment which somehow the
literature has glossed over?

I would hope most scientists and clinicians would answer
the above questions, “Yes, I would discuss these: It would be
inappropriate not to”. Yet many publications would reject such
concepts, requiring purely controlled double- blind versus placebo
studies.
Consequently, we might be poorer as physicians because we
cannot benefit from real experience, substantial knowledge and
clinical know-how. Double-blind studies have their merits, but
must not be overvalued. Often a marginal difference in efficacy of
the active drug versus placebo (e.g., say 55% vs 40%) does not
lead to appropriate use in the real patient where, almost every
time, we would want to see the great majority responding with
limited side-effects. Ironically, the low percent success in some
double-blind studies can translate to a much higher success in
real patients, but this is not always the case. That difference is
because in clinical practice, the astute physician prescribes the
drug carefully, in the proper dose for the correct duration, and
at the appropriate dosing frequency schedule through the day
(e.g. five times a day if needed). By these means success should
be more likely. This individualization optimally utilizes all special
and personal factors in that particular patient, including the
presence of other medications with their pharmacokinetic and
pharmacodynamic interaction, psychosocial issues, as well as
compliance issues, plus even pharmacogenomics, when available.
A competent and experienced consultant can evaluate such
clinical differences [56].

In double-blind research neither the patient nor the physician
knows whether the drug under study in that patient is placebo
or active drug. They certainly don’t know what the dose being
administered is (if there is more than one dose of active drug).
In these double blind studies, the dose and frequency may be
incorrect for that patient, as individual treatment is important.
Ironically, such a study may produce a situation where there is an
error: Drugs that are efficacious may not be interpreted as such.
This is because in the double-blind study, the wrong dose might
be used for the specific patient under consideration, and the
patient will fail, whereas at an appropriate dose and frequency of
administration, the patient might have responded [59,60].

e
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Table 3.6E: Blind studies
A.

Double blind studies: Problems
a. Valuable and standard but imperfect
b. Problematic

c. Statistical not clinical
d. Dosage unknown
e. Ethical problems

=This applies to high-dose buspirone where we did a single blind study.
B.

Single blind buspirone justification

a. Replicated our original clinical impressions at Washington University, St Louis [21].
b. Single blind because at that stage a double blind study would not have been ethical.
c. Dosage was known

d. Patients did not know the dose and that they were receiving any active agent.
e. Replication of the Neppe clinical reports

Part 7: Understanding HDB in TD.
In clinical use, the patient and physician can combine to apply
these rules appropriately. And unlike publications, this is a timehonored method. This is the way Medical Students have been
taught by Attending Specialists for years. They share their clinical
skills and yet there is a bizarre paradox where expectations are
different for published material. There is a place for clinicians to
share their experience [56].

Specifically, it might be particularly valuable to draw to the
attention of my colleagues a treatment that many have struggled
to assess and treat. The topic in this discussion, tardive dyskinesia
(TD) is often an area of neglect in clinical practice and in education
of colleagues and students, and it should not be disregarded as it
is too important. There are no approved medications for tardive
dyskinesia. Other than high dose buspirone treatment, there are
no drugs that have been demonstrated to have anything but a
marginal effect on the condition. Therefore, this paper emphasizes
what has become a standard management, in my experience.

But we require justification of why it works, hence the
mechanisms, dosing, safety and animal experience is pertinent.
But it requires a way to assess management and that means a
standardized method of evaluation, hence the STRAW test for
measuring change is discussed.
This paper is not meant to be a comprehensive review of the
literature on this topic. Instead, it is targeted towards a clinical
priority perspective, where areas that I deem pertinent are
emphasized.

Part 8: Buspirone in high doses provisionally appears
safe f
I discuss in detail the neuropharmacology of buspirone in an
older book Innovative Psychopharmacotherapy [17]. The treatment
appears to be very safe. I have not encountered significant adverse
side-effects, or need to withdraw the buspirone when treating the
tardive dyskinesia. I’ve been surprised at how well the buspirone
is tolerated in the TD population, almost as if teleologically
the patient needs it receptor-wise. This is in contrast to other
populations where a small proportion require discontinuation
(particularly now with the multitude of generics on the market)
when used for e.g., anxiety (indication) or outside labeling in
agitation, irritability or allowing SSRIs to continue working or
as adjunct in combinations (and with these invariably within
labeling because anxiety is so protean in these populations). Still
the most common side-effect may be nausea when the drug is not
taken with food, and the only time I saw diarrhea was in the first
case I reported when it was postulated to be serotonin linked and
I gave nadolol as a serotonin 1A blocker (an effect that I clinically
deduced) which relieved it immediately.
There was already data using buspirone in doses of 1200mg/
day and more in pre-approval research relating to using the
drug in schizophrenia: It did not work for the treatment of that
condition, but apparently the management was safe. In those
early studies in schizophrenia, buspirone was well tolerated
but it did not have any antipsychotic effect clinically and did
not exhibit the “typical neuroleptic” profiles in rodents, namely
cataleptic features. I point this out to illustrate that we are usually
f
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used to doses of 15 mg - 60 mg buspirone per day, for the usual
indication of anxiety, or for the pharmacological equivalent of this,
namely regulating serotonin due to buspirone’s specific serotonin
1A partial agonist effects. However, in that anxiety population
the buildup is slow and individualized due to the side-effect of
what I’ve called “non-vertiginous” dizziness (NVD) [17]. In my
experience, the medication is better tolerated in TD patients and
we seldom see NVD [27], though the various generic buspirone
preparations have become a major confounding issue [61,62].
That is why a change of generic results in the consequent need for
dose re-calibration, because there may not be dose equivalence
any longer: At the extremes, a 100mg dose of a drug could deliver,
say, 80mg on one generic, and 125mg on another using the FDA’s
acceptance of equivalence (the 80/125 rule) [17,28,61,62]. In
tardive dyskinesia management the dose adjustments are critical
and patients’ TD movements can easily become poorly controlled.

Part 9: Clinical dilemmas using high-dose buspirone in
TD
When to increase the dose: If the patient’s TD remains
symptomatic, even if improved, I go higher. I target seeing
complete remission. I know I can always decrease the dose which
sometimes I do later, not so much because of side-effects, but
because circumstances like stressors have changed.

Building up slowly versus quickly: I’ve always titrated slowly
so don’t know what would happen if the dose was built up in a
few days. It may take three weeks to get to 120mg /day and that
results in a fascinating component. Sometimes we see nothing
until it hits 120mg /day. Now if we go quicker, it may work earlier,
but I have no experience with that regimen.
Toleration of the HDB: Remarkably, in the past, lack of toleration
was almost never an issue when the branded Buspar was
being used for tardive dyskinesia. This lack of toleration is still
uncommon but it depends on the generic. I carefully check what
the generic is, and want to ensure that is consistent. As a last
resort, I change the generic.

The highest dose to use: The highest HDB dose we’ve used was
330 mg daily. He was one of the most severe TD cases I’ve seen.
We have video evidence. The patient took the 330mg /day dose
during a phase when the 240mg /day was suddenly insufficient.
He had not changed generic, but was under more stress, a not
uncommon situation for him. Stress always aggravates. We
pushed up the dose gradually, but his movements were still not
fully controlled. This 330mg/ day patient was under excellent
control, such that only his dystonias manifested, until he went
onto a preparation with high doses of Vitamin B6. Suddenly his
movements were much worse. That was the first time I had seen
that. Recognizing this happens sometimes with Sinemet and B6
in Parkinsonism, I stopped the B6 and within days he was back
to baseline. We were then able to taper his dose back slightly
to 300mg per day, as there had been other adjustments of this
necessary neuroleptic (closapine).
Collaboration with the USA pharmacies: I will write on the
prescription that this is for TD. Sometimes I even provide citations.
In the early days, I had some queries. Now I don’t have problems,
but sometimes I initially need to speak to pharmacists personally
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to explain to them. Once the patients are on this, with them having
seen what they were like before, they’re amazed. I never cease to
be amazed either. The impact is so profound.
Collaboration with the USA insurances: I’ve never had a
problem with patient’s insurances provided we explain to them
the reasoning and give them literature. Essentially, the morbidity
and costs of TD appear considerably less with this treatment.

Using neuroleptic as well with the high-dose buspirone? In
many but not all cases, the patient has still required some dose of
neuroleptic for their underlying condition. Usually the dose was
lowered considerably, but very slowly over time, and with careful
monitoring because, inter alia, there is sometimes a withdrawal
dyskinesia syndrome, and even those without TD may so manifest,
and TD patients may temporarily get worse.
Differential responses with increased doses: We typically see
a step-wise lessening of the TD as we push the dose. Yes, in my
experience, always. This is very much dose dependent. We see
early clues at about 120 mg per day, occasionally earlier even
90mg/day and step-wise diminution. Many patients with mild TD
to begin with may just require 120mg/day.

Possible use of buspirone as prophylaxis against TD when
prescribing neuroleptic: The jury is not yet in. Even though
I monitor these patients generally at every appointment, I have
not seen TD developing, if clinically indicated I sometimes
use buspirone with neuroleptics prior to any TD developing.
Effectively, I have never in 25 years seen a case of TD with a patient
on neuroleptics plus buspirone taken for about as long a period
as the neuroleptics. The buspirone dose here is generally at the
anxioselective dose range (e.g., 30mg bid) and that puzzles me a
little (certainly in TD management, buspirone almost invariably
requires doses of 120mg /day or higher to be efficacious). If there
is a pharmacodynamic mechanism, it would be via the previously
mentioned Serotonin 1A partial agonism which indirectly might
impact the dopamine receptors (we know this because of an
animal model [63] and clinical application). But I’m speculating
about whether the buspirone is working pharmacodynamically
in TD prophylaxis. However, TD is now a rare condition given
appropriate dosing of the carefully chosen medication for the
correct condition so its non-occurrence in TD may not prove
anything.
Moreover, we have to look at all drug interactions,
pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic. This raises many
questions particularly as many of the neuroleptics are metabolized
through the 2D6 portion of the P450 cytochrome enzyme system
and it’s very common for patients to be either intermediate
metabolizers or poor metabolizers.
Part 10. Buspirone and drug interactions [64,17,65]

Buspirone is metabolized predominantly through the P450
3A/34 system. Buspirone is well absorbed, but is subject to firstpass metabolism. It produces several hydroxylated metabolites,
including the essentially inactive 5-hydroxy-buspirone and
1-pyrimidinylpiperazine (I PP) The 1PP metabolite is about 10
percent as potent as buspirone in a variety of pharmacologic
tests. The half life varies widely from 2 to 33 hours. Buspirone
is highly protein bound (more than 95 percent), interacting with
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both albumin and alpha-acid glycoprotein. It is predominantly
metabolized through the liver, but renal disease produces a
modest decrease in buspirone clearance.

Part 11: Other treatment options to manage tardive
dyskinesia
i. All TD medication is out of labeling so all treatments are
innovative.

ii. All treatments have been unsuccessful or irregularly or
occasionally or minimally successful

iii. The one major exception has been high dose buspirone where
I have yet to see or hear of a failure provided the required dose
(e.g. ≥120mg /day) is reached. But sadly it’s been less used
than it should be.
The condition, in this instance, is tardive dyskinesia (TD) and
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the data below has been substantiated such that discussion is
appropriate. Clarifying that data allows neurologists, psychiatrists,
neuropsychiatrists, and movement disorder specialists choices
as to what to prescribe and how to assess these patients. This is
particularly so in this instance because prior publications on other
treatments are apparently substantially inferior, ostensibly more
dangerous, and often more expensive. The main ones involved for
tardive dyskinesia treatment are on dopamine depleting agents
like tetrabenazine [34-41, 45-47,66,67] or broader depleter like
reserpine [68-70] or alpha methyl dopa [68-70]. Alternatively
we see even benzodiazepines [39,71-73] or Vitamin E [39,74-98]
or anticonvulsants [99,100] as alternative experimental clinical
attempts to treat TD. Other techniques involve changes round
from one neuroleptic to another. There appear to be so many
options because none of these treatments have been unequivocally
successful [34-41,68-70,74-98,101-124].

Table 3.11 F. Most commonly written options for managing tardive dyskinesia.

These are useful theoretically but in practice have not produced any consistent, demonstrable effects. The reason using the
Dopamine supersensitivity hypothesis: The treatment requires receptor subsensitization and only Dopamine partial agonists do
that (plus at least impacts of Dopamine 1 and 2: Only HDP does that [1,21].
A.

Try depleting dopamine. Dopamine depletion:

a. Reserpine [43,68,69]

b. Tetrabenazine[34-38,40,41] Kazamatzuri; study in 1973 produced poor results with 25mg daily [35].
c. Alpha methyl dopa [68-70]
B.

Try stimulating dopamine: Dopamine agonists:
a. Bromocriptine [125-127]

b. Amantadine 1982 [128-132].
C.

c. Levodopa e.g. 1982 Casey’s work [133]
Vary the dopamine levels

a. Drug Holidays 1980 The Belmaker team found this dis not work [134].

b. Long-term depot neuroleptic claims of protection have been made. But most say this is “worse”
D.

c. (may be epidemiological)[135-138].
Try Supplements:

a. Lecithin 1979 e.g. Jackson 50g vs placebo [139] crossover over a short while [139-145]

b. Vitamin E is commonly used but without difference [91-95,97,98]. Note this may be simplistic: There are various kinds of
Vitamin E.
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c. Vitamin B6 is proposed [146,147] but in our experience might sometimes worsen.
Common options tried and theoretically important.

a. Maybe one neuroleptic is okay. Closapine which has D1 and D2 and is balanced by Serotonin effects may be the best option
[148-151].
F.

b. ement too to maximize. Aripiprazole doesn’t. (Buspirone acts on D1, D2, D3, D4) [152-156]
Common option which helps diagnosis because it worsens the TD.

a.

Anticholinergics were tried to improve TD, but then makes it worse [157].
Other neurotransmitters

G.

GABA [73,158,159] Propranolol 1980 Wilbur

Morphine, naloxone, enkephalin [160,161,162] 1980 Bjorndal No!
Verapamil [163] and Calcium blockers [164]
These are summarized in Table 3.11 F

In this instance, I use as an example high dose buspirone
therapy in tardive dyskinesia. gI do this not only to make the
valuable point that clinical experience should not be ignored,
but because this treatment allows understanding of a valuable
treatment option for clinicians. There is no approved drug for
TD, so that automatically makes any treatment for this condition
out-of-labeling. But, importantly, there is a literature on managing
tardive dyskinesia with high-dose buspirone with which I can
justify its use. As with every pharmacological intervention, care,
monitoring and treating the whole patient are always necessary.

The Proposed Mechanism of Tardive Dyskinesia:
Supersensitivity: Section 4. h
Abstract

This fourth significant issue provides an important, major
theoretical demonstration of the mechanism of tardive dyskinesia,
namely the proposed mechanism of tardive dyskinesia. The
dopamine 2 or 2-3 supersensitivity hypothesis as a cause of TD
is strongly supported by HDB. This significant issue provides an
important, major theoretical demonstration of the mechanism of
tardive dyskinesia, namely the proposed mechanism of tardive
dyskinesia. The dopamine 2 or 2-3 supersensitivity hypothesis
as a cause of TD is strongly supported by HDB. It appears the
most likely major factor impacting on TD as buspirone is the only
marketed pure dopamine partial agonist acting at the dopamine
2/ 3 (and also dopamine 1) levels. Therefore, high-dose buspirone
should subsensitize supersensitive dopamine receptors if the
supersensitivity hypothesis is correct and improve tardive

g

Busprone is the chemical generic name for the branded drug, Buspar. Buspar has been generically

substituted for many years.

h
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dyskinesia, and it does so. Moreover, lower doses of buspirone
should not achieve an improvement effect on TD and do not. This
is because buspirone in doses such as 30mg to 60mg per day it
is a serotonin 1A partial agonist and does not act appreciably on
dopamine.
In 1990, I postulated that high dose buspirone would work in
almost every case of tardive dyskinesia because:
i. In the presence of supersensitivity of a receptor, a partial
agonist subsensitizes that receptor, effectively reversing that
supersensitivity.
ii. Effectively, I have supported this hypothesis with our
empirical data.

I have postulated the following mechanism:

i. Tardive dyskinesia is the classical supersensitivity state at
the dopamine receptor, so a partial agonist at the dopamine
receptor level would be expected to work well. In the
presence of partial agonists, a supersensitized receptor
will become subsensitize.

i

ii. The only azapirone compound is buspirone, and this group
might all have a dopamine partial agonist effect in high
doses. So technically, other experimental drugs could work
but this would need proving. The TD equivalent doses for
buspirone at the dopamine level is above about the 120mg
daily limit given in appropriate divided doses—in mild TD
usually 40mg i thrice daily is sufficient. Again, buspirone
works in tardive dyskinesia because TD is the classic
dopamine supersensitivity state, but only at those kinds of
high doses.

Buspirone is one of the few medications that can be split into two or three. The most easily

available size is 15mg though some pharmacies stock the more convenient 30mg size.
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iii. In more usual lower doses, buspirone is very selectively
a partial agonist at the serotonin 1A level, and does not
usually impact the dopamine receptors.

Mechanistic amplification

Let’s amplify a little: The detailed neuropharmacology of
buspirone had allowed me to postulate its logical theoretical
mechanism in tardive dyskinesia:
My early buspirone education led me to an awareness of a
rather bizarre dichotomy:

i. The drug buspirone in very high doses (600 mg to 1000 mg
per day in humans) appeared to have a dopamine-related
action.

ii. Buspirone had a mild agonist effect on the dopamine
receptors in these high doses in the presence of dopamine
antagonists. However, without dopamine antagonists, it had
a mild dopamine-blockade effect. When I treated my first
patient I saw the mechanism initially as similar to intrinsic
sympathomimetic activity in beta-adrenergic agents.
iii. But in 1990, I described what I was seeing as dopamine
partial agonism and it was the only drug, at that time, known
to have this effect [17].

My major rationale for using high dose buspirone in
tardive dyskinesia (TD) [1,21] was therefore very much a
pharmacodynamic phenomenon. I knew, too, that in much lower
doses, such as 30-60mg per day, buspirone was a serotonin 1A
partial agonist. In order to treat TD, I hypothesized that both
the serotonin 1A and dopamine receptors would be involved.
Because dopamine super sensitivity in TD was occurring, thus in
the presence of super sensitivity of the dopamine receptor, the
dopamine partial agonist buspirone (at high doses) subsensitizes
that receptor, effectively reversing that super sensitivity.
Buspirone theoretically had to work because tardive dyskinesia
is the classical dopamine super sensitivity state, and therefore,
theoretically, a dopamine partial agonist should treat the condition
and maintain the results. And it appears to do exactly that in
clinical practice. I knew about the safety studies, nevertheless I
postulated we would not need doses of (say) 600mg a day. But I
knew such doses had been proven to be safe in the experimental
literature on buspirone.
Imagine the excitement in that first case where the patient
suddenly and dramatically started to improve at about 110mg
or 120mg per day with no effects before that. We had to wait for
buspirone to show its dopamine partial agonist effect in high
doses (about 120mg daily or higher in divided doses): In more
usual lower doses, buspirone as a very selective partial agonist at
the serotonin 1A level, should not usually impact the dopamine
receptors. We know that based on animal pharmacology. Buspirone
apparently works because at high doses it has a dopamine partial
agonist effect, and in the presence of super sensitivity of a
receptor it will subsensitize this [165,166]. In tardive dyskinesia
the proposed mechanism is dopamine receptor super sensitivity
[11,16,19,59]. There is also a role of the serotonin partial agonist
effect [167-169]. The fact that buspirone works in almost every
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case of tardive dyskinesia, suggests the proposed mechanism of
TD is correct as proposed.

I also postulated that differential dopamine 1 and 2 effects
were critically important in TD. Dopamine is often abbreviated
DA. DA 2 selective drugs would cause more TD than DA 1 and DA 2
selective agents. Today, we know that there is a dopamine-2 family
including DA-3 and DA-4, and that DA-5 may be part of the DA-1
family. Genes have been cloned but the differentiation of DA-2 from
DA-3 is still somewhat unclear and we sometimes refer to DA 2/3.
It is this group of selective neuroleptics such as haloperidol that
might increase the TD risk. Our work and my original hypothesis
in 1989 has implied that TD was due to DA 2 (or now DA 2/3)
supersensitivity [17]. This postulation has now been justified.
Similarly, and even more so, the subsequent experience in humans
and animals, have supported the supersensitivity hypothesis of
DA for TD.
Support for the DA 2/3 supersensitivity hypothesis

Jeste and Wyatt argued that tardive dyskinesia may or may not
be due to postsynaptic dopamine (DA) receptor supersensitivity
[170]. Yet, this most popular theory of the pathophysiology of
neuroleptic-induced tardive dyskinesia (TD), which attributed the
movement disorder to central postsynaptic dopamine receptor
supersensitivity, was regarded as based on circumstantial
evidence:
a) Central catecholaminergic overactivity is present in TD
and it could result from presynaptic and/or postsynaptic
disturbances.

b) Postsynaptic dopamine receptor supersensitivity is a normal
consequence of neuroleptic administration and is not
sufficient to explain why TD develops only in a proportion
of patients receiving long-term neuroleptic treatment.
Postsynaptic dopaminergic supersensitivity may be
responsible for withdrawal dyskinesias, but clinical studies
do not support the supersensitivity hypothesis in most
patients with persistent TD.
c) Noradrenergic hyperactivity and presynaptic dopaminergic
overactivity may be necessary for the induction of at least
certain subtypes of TD.

It seemed in 1989 and the early 1990s, that there must
have been a greater requirement to favor the supersensitivity
hypothesis linked with TD. In a way, Neppe’s high-dose buspirone
data strongly supported that normalizing supersensitive receptors
would improve TD [63]. In medical parlance this creates a strong
bidirectional causal correlation [60,171-173]. Importantly, the
Neppe human work is supported by an animal model of tardive
dyskinesia [63]. Behavioral parameters of orofacial dyskinesia
were quantified in rats. Chronic buspirone treatment was able
to increase apomorphine-induced yawning behavior, suggesting
that buspirone attenuates reserpine-induced orofacial dyskinesia
through the development of dopamine autoreceptor super
sensitivity [63].

a. Antagonism of dopamine supersensitivity by estrogen
in neurochemical studies in an animal model of tardive
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dyskinesia shows that exogenous estrogens may modulate the
number of dopamine receptors in the central nervous system
and, as such, may decrease the incidence and/or relieve the
symptoms of tardive dyskinesia [174].

b. Neuroleptic drugs alter the dopamine transporter-mediated
uptake and release of dopamine. This supports a possible
mechanism for drug-induced tardive dyskinesia [175]. The
results imply that neuroleptic drugs would cause an overflow
of DA in the synaptic cleft of extrapyramidal dopaminergic
neurons, which could be one of the possible mechanisms of
tardive dyskinesia [175].

c. Supporting supersensitivity and its attenuation but other
than buspirone, the authors showed that TD in humans
is reduced in patients also taking anticonvulsant drugs,
primarily carbamazepine (CBZ) and tested for a causal role
of CBZ of this effect in rats. They argue that by reducing DA
supersensitivity, CBZ may be useful in treating TD and other
hyper dopaminergic states [100].
d. Abnormalities in various neurotransmitter systems have
been implicated in the pathophysiology of TD, including
the dopaminergic, GABA-ergic, serotonergic, noradrenergic
systems plus excitotoxicity of the glutamatergic system
and oxidative stress [176]. Three general types of animal
models have contributed to our knowledge of TD and can
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be described as homologous, analogous and correlational
models, but there are no empirically validated guidelines to
follow when choosing a suppressive agent [176].

e. Human dopamine receptor D2/D3 availability predicts
amygdala reactivity to unpleasant stimuli. Thus, individuals
with high prefrontal D2/3 dopamine receptor availability
may be more responsive toward aversive and stressful
information. Through this mechanism, dopaminergic
neurotransmission might influence vulnerability for affective
and anxiety disorders [177]. This may be pertinent in TD.
f. There are genetic polymorphisms in the dopamine-2 receptor
(DRD2), dopamine-3 receptor (DRD3), and dopamine
transporter (SLC6A3) genes in schizophrenia. This is relevant
for understanding the complexity of these receptors [178].
The D3 dopamine receptor is important in neurobiology and
potential clinical relevance [179]

g. Using receptor autoradiography, Mahmoudi et al. [180]
measured striatal dopamine D1, D2, and D3 receptor levels.
Their results suggested for the first time that up-regulated
striatal D3 receptors correlated with TD in nonhuman
primates, adding new insights to the dopamine receptor
supersensitivity hypothesis. The D3 receptor could provide a
novel target for drug intervention in human TD [180].

Table 4A: Dopamine receptor families [181-191]

Five subtypes of dopamine receptor have been cloned.

a. D1 like receptor family: the Gs protein is involved and adenylyl cyclase would be activated. The action of the enzyme causes
the conversion of adenosine triphosphate to cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP). The D1 and D5 receptors are closely
related, and couple to Gs alpha and stimulate adenylyl cyclase activity.
b. D2 like receptor family: the receptor combining with the Gi protein and its activated alpha- subunit then inhibits adenylyl
cyclase so that the concentration of cAMP is reduced. Its activated alpha- subunit then inhibits adenylyl cyclase so that the
concentration of cAMP is reduced.

In contrast, the D2, D3 and D4 receptors couple to Gi alpha and inhibit the formation of cAMP
(There may be 2 others, too e.g. Dopamine 6 and 7 but that is disputed.)

Other proposed mechanisms: Issue 4.2

One unproven speculation is that altered sensory flow to
motor systems results in this syndrome. Verification of such
a mechanism could lead to early detection and improved
treatment of tardive dyskinesia [192]. An animal model for
coexisting tardive dyskinesia and tardive parkinsonism involves a
glutamate hypothesis for tardive dyskinesia [193]. There is some
support for this as an extra idea: There is evidence for long-term
malfunctioning within five different brain GABA-ergic pathways
in a monkey model for tardive dyskinesia (TD). Three of these
gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) connections (technically called
“GPe-STN, CP-SNr, and CP-Gpi”) are chronically down-regulated
during neuroleptic treatment, and after some years they do not

seem to regain their normal activity, even when the neuroleptics
are discontinued [193]. Another two GABA malfunctioning
connections were found in the monkey model: These pathways
are up-regulated during chronic neuroleptic treatment partly
due to an elevated glutamate release within the so-called
“subthalamofugal” pathways. These researchers, Gunne & Andren
[193], hypothesize that TD may be due to an excitotoxic lesion of
the inhibitory GABA-ergic afferents [193].
I can add to this to explain that more than one researcher may
be correct: They’re not competing, just collaborating in a massive
exploration. It’s important to realize that dopamine 1 and 2
with its component, or additional, dopamine 3 receptors are not
functioning in isolation. There is a musical symphony being played
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in the brain. Serotonin, norepinephrine, GABA and glutamate are
some of the instruments co-ordinating this beautiful harmony.
A GABA finding like this does not contradict another pertaining
to dopamine supersensitivity. It simply adds to it. Although a
substantial number of genetic studies have investigated TD,
many of the positive findings have not been replicated or are
inconsistent, which could be due to differences in study design,
sample size, and/or subject ethnicity. We expect that more refined
research will be performed in the future to resolve these issues,
which will then enable the genetic prediction of TD and clinical
application thereof [194]. Anatomy is also controversial: Almost
all studies have focused on basal ganglion areas. But in a wholebrain voxel-based morphometry (VBM) study, schizophrenia
patients with TD had significantly reduced gray matter, mostly at
the bilateral inferior frontal gyrus and the right superior frontal
gyrus, which correlated with severity of clinical symptoms and
involuntary movement, respectively [195].

Choice of neuroleptic: Section 5. j
Abstract

The fifth issue is choice of medication for psychosis and related
medical conditions. The choices relate to the (newer second
generation) atypical neuroleptics (SGAs) compared with the
older typical, first generation neuroleptics (FGAs). The generally
more expensive SGA drugs have become far the major antipsychotic agents in use in wealthy countries such as the United
States, because of their efficacy and safety. A further preliminary

j

Vernon M Neppe MD, PhD, Pacific Neuropsychiatric Institute, Seattle, WA

theoretical postulate is put forward that the tardive dyskinesia
effects are predominantly due to Dopamine 2 (or 3 as it is part
of the same receptor family). If this were so, dopamine blocking
drugs that are less selective (acting on dopamine 1 as well) should
produce less risk of tardive dyskinesia than selective dopamine 2
(or 3) neuroleptic agents.
The issue here is choice of medication for psychosis and related
medical conditions. There may be a differential predisposition to
developing the condition. “Neuroleptic: is the term for dopamine
blocking drugs.

These effects can be demonstrated in both the animal
model and in clinical human practice. Neuroleptics are used
predominantly in the management of psychosis, but are also used
in gastro-enterology. Are there specific neuroleptics that may
possibly be relevant for lowering the risk of TD?

First, it is well known that the (newer second generation)
atypical neuroleptics (SGAs) are overall less TD inducing than
the older typical, first generation neuroleptics (FGAs). This is
postulated to be due to the predominant serotonin 2A blocking
effects. This is a major reason why the SGAs are preferred to the
FGAs as this risk factor is lowered. However, the SGAs also appear
to have more impact on the so-called negative symptoms of
schizophrenia such as amotivation, apathy and withdrawal [196].
Therefore the generally more expensive SGA drugs have become
far the major anti-psychotic agents in use in wealthy countries
such as the United States, because of their efficacy and safety
(Table—5A).

Table 5A: Ki receptor values in neuroleptics in dopamine and key serotonin receptors [197,182].
Generic (Brand USA) Drug

D1

D2

D3

5-HT1A

5-HT2A

Aripiprazole (Abilify)

1173

1.64

5.35

5.6

8.7

Clozapine (Closaril)

266.3

157

269.1

0.7

3.96

Asenapine (Saphris)

Chlorpromazine (Thorazine)
cis-Flupenthixol (Fluanxol)

1.4

76.3

Pimozide (Orap)
Prochlorperazine (Compazine)
Quetiapine (Seroquel)
Norquetiapine

Risperidone (Risperdal)
Sulpiride (Eglonyl)
Thioridazine (Mellaril)
Thiothixene (Navane)
Trifluoperazine (Stelazine)
Ziprasidone (Geodon)

ND

6.8

2

0.14

0.13

379

340

262

Olanzapine (Zyprexa)

37.93

19.33

Lurasidone (Latuda)

Perphenazine (Trilafon)

1,040

28.1

0.3
1.7

70.33

34.23

ND

0.65

243.53

3.57

51

0.12

V

>104

994.5
99.8r
>104
94.5
M

30

1.45
196
9.8

2.2

1.12

4.35

0.06

1.75

54

121.8

2.5

2,115.50

0.35

17.33

Loxapine (Loxitane)

0.42

4.65

3.5

Fluphenazine (Prolixin)
Haloperidol (Haldol)

1.3

1.4

1.75

47

0.25

123.7
8,028

2,067
2,456
2282
421

ND

7.85

102.2r

6.63

13.25

56.81
3.73
5.6

982.5
4,801
415

10.2
132

45

48

107

422.9

1.5

9.44

87.5f

2,112

2

0.4

0.03

15.6

48.35

5,900h

8.05

5.35

22.4

650

2.9

ND

4.5

5-HT2C

394.2
>104

15h

912

0.17

>104r

144.4

27.67

54.67

0.73

410.2
950

50
74

122

1,843
12

>104r
53

1355.5
378
13

The lower the figure the greater the potency. f = Human Frontal Cortex h=Human Cortex; r=Rat receptor (Cloned). V= very low but exact figures
unavailable M=Midrange but exact figures are unavailable. The italicized drugs closely approximate the Ki values for Dopamine 1 and 2 receptors. In
many of the earlier neuroleptics: D1 is far greater than D2.
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The lower the figure the greater the potency.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antipsychotic

f = HFC h=HC r=RC V= very low but exact figures unavailable
M=Midrange but exact figures unavailable

Overall, the results with the antipsychotic agents tested,
support the concept that dopamine D4 receptor selectivity may
confer clozapine-like antipsychotic efficacy and furthermore that
dopamine D2 receptor selectivity may confer side effect liability
(extrapyramidal side effects and tardive dyskinesia) [181].

Use of neuroleptics in TD

Optimally, we should discontinue the neuroleptic: For example
in gastrointestinal disease as with metoclopramide. But often
patients remain psychotic as buspirone is not an antipsychotic and
the underlying prescription of neuroleptic was for antipsychotics.
Then I individualize with the lowest possible dose of the most
innocuous drug. This is one reason why atypical neuroleptics
have been used, though there are still many TD reports with
the atypicals. It may be that the other factor to differentiate is
that the potent neuroleptics that acted on D1 and D2 receptors
will be found to lower the risk. Interestingly, I have used the
phenothiazine, perphenazine, in that regard, and have seen
far less TD even though it is a “typical” neuroleptic, so that reevaluating beyond the current option of just looking at the newer
atypical neuroleptics may rarely be valuable [51,150,199-203].
Importantly, choice of neuroleptic and early detection may be
important as in the monkey model tardive dyskinesia can progress
from reversible to irreversible [2].

Lower risk neuroleptics

Given the literature and the epidemiological detail, I propose
that D1 has an inhibitory motor effect on Dopamine 2 producing
a balance that is important and may result in a lower incidence
of tardive dyskinesia in neuroleptics which are D1 antagonists as
well as D2 antagonists. The data suggests a much lower incidence
of TD with the atypical neuroleptics. It will be interesting to
observe how any atypicals separate out as less or more, as their
still relatively minor pharmacological differences could ultimately
express a significant difference. However, a prospective empirical
epidemiological study would likely have to be enormous (possibly
in the tens of thousands of patients) to generate significant
results. This is partly because of many confounding factors such
as the precise definitions of medications, diagnostic conditions,
dose, severity, compliance, fluctuations, generic variations and
assessment instruments. However, the major factor now is proper
prescription of atypical neuroleptics should result only in a very
low frequency of tardive dyskinesia.
Atypicals are unlike what we could observe in the past. In
those times, the pre-atypical neuroleptic era, clearly the common
compound that caused the most TD in clinical use was haloperidol
[17,28], hypothetically because of its greater dopamine receptor
specificity. This finding even apparently differentiated by
country, where in the USA, Canada and Israel, TD was relatively
profoundly clinically far higher, likely because haloperidol was the
predominant neuroleptic [17,28]. This compared with countries
such as United Kingdom, South Africa, Australia and New Zealand,
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where, for example, the less dopamine selective phenothiazine
compounds predominated [17,28]. But now the differences
between atypicals are far less striking than those between
phenothiazines and butyrophenones.
The newer atypical neuroleptics: Safety

The newer atypical neuroleptics are safer than the FGAs, but
not safe and likely they are different depending on profile such
as dopamine specificity (higher for Dopamine 2 or 2/3 selective
drugs), and possible partial agonist effects (like aripiprazole).

The advent of these so-called “atypical neuroleptics”, also
called the “atypical antipsychotic drugs” or “second generation
antipsychotics” (SGAs) heralded a new era in the management
of psychosis. Prescribers, rightly or wrongly, largely abandoned
the previous “typical antipsychotics” or the “first generation
antipsychotics” (FGAs) such as the phenothiazines like
perphenazine and chlorpromazine, and the butyrophenones
like haloperidol. Instead, the advent of Clozapine (also called
Closapine) heralded a new era of ostensibly safer drugs, where
the risks of tardive dyskinesia were lower. Some of these drugs
have received approval in various countries for use in different
phases of schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, autism and atypical
depression. The SGAs statistically are supposed to be safer in
that there supposedly is a lower incidence of extrapyramidal
side-effects such as Parkinsonism, akathisia and TD, however,
the data directly comparing specific SGAs with specific FGAs
is very sparse. These SGAs had impacts not only on dopamine
but also significantly on serotonin, but some of the original
FGAs like the piperazine phenothiazine, perphenazine, also had
such impacts (though proportionately higher dopamine 1 and 2
receptor blockade to the serotonin blockage) [17] p108-9. Based
on extensive practice experience, perphenazine, for example,
appeared to be effective and have lower risks of extrapyramidal
symptoms (EPS) because those EPS generally occurred after
the advent of the antipsychotic effects, meaning the doses could
be dropped. Tardive dyskinesia was a clinical rarity. The same
experience applies to SGAs, too.
However, these SGAs drugs have had their own problems. For
example, closapine runs the risk of bone marrow suppression
and in the USA monitoring (e.g., monthly) is necessary. Several
apparently are linked with metabolic syndrome (and the FGAs
often also had those problems). One example is olanzapine, an
example of a drug with know increased risks of weight gain and
diabetes [204-207]. But the essence is whether the risk of tardive
dyskinesia has been any lower or are some of the older typical
neuroleptics like chlorpromazine in sedation and perphenazine
as safe or safer because they are not selective for Dopamine 2
or Dopamine 2/3 receptors. The jury is not fully in this regard
but studies such as CATIE have enlightened a little [208-213]. I
postulate that ultimately there will be a differential risk for TD
amongst these SGAs partly based on higher selectivity for the
Dopamine 2 or 2/3 receptors compared with the dopamine 1
family [214-218].

The correlation of more TD with duration of treatment
and higher dosage

In regard to dosing, the general rule of the higher the dose
and the longer the duration certainly applies in increasing TD
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risk. Ultimately, I suspect that even more important is using too
high a dose for that particular individual for that duration of
time: Inappropriate doses create greater risk because the correct
dose should actually overall have been lower.
A further
preliminary theoretical postulate is put forward that the tardive
dyskinesia effects are predominantly due to Dopamine 2 (or 3 as
it is part of the same receptor family). If this were so, dopamine
blocking drugs that are less selective (acting on dopamine 1 as
well) should produce less risk of tardive dyskinesia than selective
dopamine 2 (or 3) neuroleptic agents. However, the author has
previously proposed that based on epidemiological prevalence
across countries, the broader actions of both Dopamine 1 and 2
blocking effects versus dopamine selectivity at the Dopamine 2
or 2/3 levels are significantly protective for the development of
tardive dyskinesia: it appears that certain neuroleptics could then
show greater TD risk including haloperidol and metoclopramide
because they are dopamine 2 or 2/3 selective. This is in contrast to
closapine, and the phenothiazines like perphenazine, and possibly
quetiapine and olanzapine that appear less dopamine selective
and may be more protective. A difficult drug to assess is the SGA
aripiprazole because though selective for D2, it is a dopamine
partial agonist and so may have different effects in diminishing
the supersensitivity. This data is provided by a current Table, and
showing that the current clinical case reports ostensibly support
this hypothesis. This may have major implications in clinical
choice of neuroleptic for patients at risk.

Perspective

So effectively, as I see it, it’s not “at what dose”? The answer
really is “at the correct dose for that patient at that time taking
into account all other features”. IMHO, patient individualization
is important after applying the general rules for dosing. If there
is a separate indication for buspirone, and there often is, then
it’s appropriate to prescribe it. But I do not think justifying
any medication on an off-chance that it might help is logical at
this point. It needs to be formally studied. Aripiprazole with its
dopamine partial agonism should theoretically have had a lower
risk, but that may not be true. Results have been mixed and there
are reports of TD with it. The problem may be its selectivity, and
at this point it appears that drugs such as closapine, olanzapine
and quetiapine may be less selective at the dopamine receptor
level. Also, any more sedative neuroleptic may produce lower
risk, possibly because they are less likely to be “overdosed” and
quetiapine fits that. Baseline TD rates with quetiapine are low,
even compared to other second-generation antipsychotics.
One more component: Many patients have been on multiple
neuroleptics. Consequently, it is difficult to single out a specific
neuroleptic as causing the problem such as TD. However, it may
be forensically easier to attribute the TD predominantly to a
particular neuroleptic based on the dose, duration and onset
of the TD, and the progression of the condition. Nevertheless,
multiple neuroleptics complicate assessments of improvement
or deterioration as other factors like assessing dose equivalents,
pharmacodynamic interactions and natural history plus most
importantly duration of the improvement or deterioration after
the change, make interpretations difficult. First Generation
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Antipsychotics: The Typicals cannot be given an accurate TD rate
because of their great variability. Quoted rates such as 3-5% per
year depending on age and diagnosis of population and choice
of drug (e.g., TD with haloperidol is likely much higher than
phenothiazines) with a plateau of 25% or so, are very speculative
[136,219-237].

Pharmacodynamically, drugs also might epidemiologically
lower their risk of inducting TD. One variable is based on the
postulated lowering of their propensity for acute EPS, and a second
is the extent of rapid dissociation from the dopamine receptors.
These, therefore, may be pertinent considerations. Overall,
patients treated with conventional antipsychotics may be twice
or even ten times as likely to develop definitive tardive dyskinesia
than those with atypical antipsychotics [225,223,229,231,232],
but such epidemiological studies might be flawed because
individual drug differences may be more pertinent than specific
class.

All these comments on TD risk applying neuroleptic propensity
are partially supported by the published literature. However,
there are often contradictions. It’s interesting looking at the early
work and predictions on TD [200,234,238-250] compared with
the most recent ideas [20,48,101,152,154,210,211,216-219,251284]. These latter ideas have taken into account clarity on genes
and genetics of TD where at best the jury is undecided, and also
still show contradictory data. What I have learned from this is
most of the studies showing treatment effects of improving TD
do not show profound, consistent and maintained effects. Many
also show worsening or are marginal [34-41,63,68-70,74-98,101124]. By contrast, one can confidently expect consistently positive
results this with high-dose buspirone. Therefore, respectfully,
it should be the drug of choice in TD management at this stage,
despite the lack of large amounts of data at this point. And that
treatment has a consistent basis for its management based on
dopamine partial agonism and not specifically hitting Dopamine
2/3 receptors as far as is known [285].

Neuroleptic choice

We should choose neuroleptics that act on both Dopamine 1 and
Dopamine 2 receptors non-selectively. Obviously, psychoactive
compounds like cocaine and amphetamine have direct actions on
dopamine and should be avoided. It may be that some nutritional
substances may aggravate. Vitamin B6 may diminish Sinemet’s
effectiveness in Parkinson’s disease, and we’ve seen one B6 case
that did that in TD.

Prophylaxis

There’s a possibility that the risk of development of TD could
be lessened by prescribing buspirone prophylactically to prevent
the onset of the TD. Some might consider using it for prevention as
worthwhile, but the data is not yet available: I would be cautious
at this stage and buspirone should be studied possibly double
blind in a neuroleptic prescribed population (in this instance, a
double blind study of adjunctive buspirone prophylaxis should
be ethical because there is a genuine question of efficacy and
balance of risks and benefits). However, we’ve also seen that
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there is great variation amongst the different neuroleptics in
their dopamine profiles (and also other differences like extent
of serotonin activity, and risks of metabolic syndrome). So any
placebo controlled buspirone as adjunct study in TD prophylaxis
must also look at which neuroleptics are to be chosen. This could
be very expensive. An animal model also supports the effects of
buspirone on dopamine receptors and this could contribute to
concepts of prophylaxis as well as management [63]. A second
animal model is even more specific for buspirone reversing
haloperidol sensitivity in rats [286].

The question of dosage is also pertinent for such a study.
Although buspirone is safe in doses of up to 60mg per day
based on the millions of patients that have used it, like all
medications it is not completely benign, it costs money, and
polypharmacy (buspirone plus the neuroleptics) has other risks
(drug interactions, non-adherence risk, etc.). But there may be
other reasons to use buspirone in this population (for anxiety
treatment acutely/directly). Also lower doses may not have
these effects in any event [287]. Additionally, doses like 120mg/
day may not at this point be justified prophylactically as addon therapy to neuroleptics until the lower does study has been
initiated (although they could run concurrently). With the SGAs
being available, certainly the risk is less than it was on FGAs. But
without stronger evidence supporting its use for TD prevention,
I’m just not sure it’s worth it.

Maxims

I’ve applied some rather obvious maxims for many years.
However, they could be argued to be not easily provable except
with an enormous epidemiological study:
i. For the appropriate patient, we should prescribe the right
dose, of the correct drugs, for the correct diagnoses, taking
into account the severity of the condition at that time.

ii. Furthermore, we should prescribe these medications
for the optimal duration in the appropriate frequencies
while taking into account other interactions and
applying careful monitoring and including the whole
ethicobiopsychofamiliosociocultural approach, as well as
evaluating individual differences in pharmacokinetics and
pharmacodynamics [56].

iii. Under these ideal conditions of #1 and #2, we should
markedly lower the incidence of any significant and extendedduration side-effects, and, moreover, markedly increase
pharmacological responsiveness. That reflects the approach
of Innovative Psychopharmacotherapy [17,28].

Since then our choice appears to have been justified, because
high dose buspirone appears safe and effective in tardive
dyskinesia. Nevertheless, this is not based on double-blind data,
and such use does not preclude what may be rare problems with
high dose buspirone, that are as yet unreported. Of course, this
treatment is out-of-labeling, like much of what is prescribed in a
specialist setting. Furthermore, there is no approved drug for TD
so that automatically makes any treatment for TD out-of-labeling.
Care and monitoring, and treating the whole patient, are always
necessary, as with any treatment.
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